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1. Ubuntu Overview
1.1 What is Ubuntu
Ubuntu is a complete desktop Linux operating system, freely available with both
community and professional support.
Ubuntu is suitable for both desktop and server use. The current Ubuntu release
supports Intel x86 (IBM-compatible PC), AMD64 (Hammer), PowerPC (Apple
iBook and Powerbook, G4 and G5) architectures and Ubuntu 14.04.1 brings with it,
for the first time, support for IBM POWER8 including our MAAS provisioning,
Juju cloud orchestration, Landscape systems management and Ubuntu OpenStack.
Ubuntu includes more than 1000 pieces of software, starting with the Linux kernel
version 3.13 and GNOME 3.8, and covering every standard desktop application from
word processing and spreadsheet applications to internet access applications, web
server software, email software, programming languages and tools and of course
several games.

1.2 Getting Ubuntu
For information on how to download Ubuntu from the Internet, see the download web
page (http://www.ubuntu.com/download/). The list of Ubuntu mirrors
(https://wiki.ubuntu.com/Mirrors?action=show&redirect=Archive) contains a full set of
official Ubuntu mirrors, so you can easily find the nearest one.
Ubuntu can be upgraded after installation very easily. The installation procedure will
help set up the system so that you can make those upgrades once installation is
complete, if need be.

1.3 Hardware Requirements
Ubuntu does not impose hardware requirements beyond the requirements of the Linux
kernel and the GNU tool-sets. Therefore, any architecture or platform to which the
Linux kernel, libc, gcc, etc. have been ported, and for which an Ubuntu port exists, can
run Ubuntu.
Note: Every time reconnecting AC power, please Wait 1 minute for BMC initialization
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1.4 Installation Media
There are several media types you can use to install Ubuntu:
 CD-ROM/DVD-ROM (Y-cable and external power is needed)
 SB Memory Stick
 PXE Server

1.5 Memory and Disk Space Requirements
You must have at least 44MB of memory and 500MB of hard disk space to perform a
normal installation. Installation on systems with less memory or disk space available
may be possible but is not recommended.

1.6 What Ubuntu offers you
Whether you’re building your own cloud or you want to use a public cloud, Ubuntu
offers all the software infrastructure, tools and services you need.
 Everything you need to efficiently build and integrate is an OpenStack cloud
 Certified Ubuntu Server images for use on the leading public clouds
 Sophisticated tools to help you provision, build, manage and support your cloud at
scale
 Enterprise-grade commercial services available in the form of be spoke consulting
engagements and ongoing Ubuntu Advantage support subscriptions
 The option to have Canonical build and operate your cloud on your hardware, until
your team is ready to take over responsibility, with the new BootStack service
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2. Ubuntu Installation
READ ME FIRST
Warning:
 Prevent power outage during BMC upgrade/downgrade.
 The power button still has some code bug that may require multiple presses
before it acknowledges the power on request, AMI is debugging.
 BMC primary network mode setting is DHCP.
 System reboot function is not work on Pnor (SP010001.B10), please power
off system after Ubuntu install to complete installation.
Code level
 BMC first release is 10/24 “rom_openpower_updates_10242014.ima”.
 Hostboot first release is 11/7 “SP010001.B10”.
Limitation:
 BMC can’t recover itself while upgrade/downgrade process fail.
Applications:
 PuTTY or Sygwin
 Linux Ipmitool
 Windows ipmitool
Cables:
 DB9 female to female extender cable.
Support FULL HANDSHAKING NULL MODEM cable only.

Equipment:
 RS232 to USB cable.
Baud Rate:
 Use 115200 on Serial COM1 port.
 Use 38400 on BMC COM2 port.
BMC IP address setting:
There are two manners to set BMC IP address, one is via Petitboot and the
other one is via MEGARAC.
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System monitor:
There are two options to monitor system, here describe how to switch
between each other.
 Serial COM1 port ; Primary mode to monitor system.
Connect laptop and Palmetto Serial COM1 port via RS232 to USB
convertor and DB9 cable then start a PuTTY console to monitor
Palmetto.

 SOL(serial over lan) ; Option mode to monitor system.

Connect Palmetto rear LAN1 port to DHCP environment, start a
console and activate SOL by ipmitool command /usr/bin/ipmitool -H
xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx -I lanplus -U admin -P admin sol activate. Leave SOL
console by command ~. and hit enter or deactivate SOL by command
/usr/bin/ipmitool -H xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx -I lanplus -U admin -P admin sol
deactivate, x is your BMC IP address. Monitor will switch back to serial
COM1 port directly when SOL be deactivate.

IPMITOOL commands:
 Activate SOL:
/usr/bin/ipmitool -H xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx -I lanplus -U admin -P admin sol
activate
 Deactivate SOL:
~. and press enter or execute deactivate SOL command
/usr/bin/ipmitool -H xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx -I lanplus -U admin -P admin sol
deactivate
 Power on Palmetto by IPMITOOL:
/usr/bin/ipmitool -H xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx -I lan -U admin -P admin chassis
power on
 Power off Palmetto by IPMITOOL:
/usr/bin/ipmitool -H xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx -I lan -U admin -P admin chassis
power off
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2.1 Downloading the file
You can download the file from Ubuntu Web Site:
Ubuntu 14.10 for IBM POWER8. The file size is just under a Gigabyte and may take
anything from a few minutes to a few hours, depending primarily on your connection
speed.

Then download ubuntu-14.10-server-ppc64el.iso file.

2.2 Select Installation Image
To install Ubuntu, you must first create a bootable Ubuntu USB Drive.
Most computers can boot from either DVDs or USB. Here we use a USB stick as
the installation image for demonstration purpose.
To write an ISO file to a USB stick:
The image can be burned to a DVD, mounted as an ISO file, or be directly written to
a USB stick using a utility, such as dd or ddrescue.
For example:
To write an ISO file (e.g. utopic-C-ppc64el.iso) under a designated direc
tory (e.g. /tmp)
Command:
sudo dd if=/tmp/utopic-server-ppc64el.iso of=/dev/sdx

NOTE: x is your USB stick, would be defined as sda, sdb and etc.
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2.3 Insert Installation Image
Insert the USB stick into one of the rear USB ports.
2.4 Set BMC IP address
There are two ways to set BMC IP, One is via Petitboot shell, the other one is via
MEGARAC, these two manners are addressed below.
Via Petitboot to set BMC IP
2.4.1 Here describe set BMC IP via Petitboot, assume network mode is DHCP
and its IP is 192.168.88.49. Connected server/laptop and Palmetto Serial
COM1 by RS232 to USB converter, DB9 cable and DB9 to COM2 cable.

2.4.2 Start a PuTTY terminal emulator and fill in serial line and speed as COM7
and 115200 then press Open to start connection.

2.4.3 Power on Palmetto through front power button.

2.4.4 Boot process will stay at same frame around 4 minutes, then start to boot to
Patitboot menu.
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2.4.5 Move arrow key to Exit to shell when Petitboot menu shows up.

2.4.6 Displays current BMC network settings by command ipmitool lan print 1. For
this instance network mode is DHCP and IP is 192.168.88.49.
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2.4.7 To set a static mode, static IP and mask by command ipmitool lan set 1
ipsrc static ; sleep 1 ; ipmitool lan set 1 ipaddr 192.168.88.149 ; sleep 1 ;
ipmitool lan set 1 netmask 255.255.255.0 ; sleep 1 ; ipmitool lan set 1
defgw ipaddr 192.168.88.1 ; then check current BMC network settings by
command ipmitool lan print 1, current network mode is static and its IP is
192.168.88.149, type exit to back Petitboot menu.
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Via MEGARAC to set BMC IP
2.4.8 Assume BMC IP is 192.168.88.149 and Static mode. Open MEGARAC by
a browser and key in https://192.168.88.149, then login as admin and
password is admin.

2.4.9 Here illustrates network mode is Static and its IP is 192.168.88.149.

2.4.10 Go to Network
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2.4.11 Check DHCP then Save.

2.4.12 Login MEGARAC again to make sure network mode is DHCP. Current
network mode is DHCP and IP become DHCP IP 192.168.88.49.
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2.5 SOL and Serial port switching
Connect LAN cable to Palmetto’s BMC port (LAN1), then get Palmetto BMC IP
address from DHCP server. Assume network mode is DHCP and its IP is
192.168.88.49.

2.5.1 Start a console to activate SOL (serial over lan) by command
“/usr/bin/ipmitool -H 192.168.88.49 -I lanplus -U admin -P admin sol
activate”, then monitor will switch from Serial COM1 port to SOL right away.

2.5.2 To leave SOL console by command ~. Console will shows terminated
ipmitool after leave SOL.
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2.5.3 If command ~. not really deactivate SOL use command /usr/bin/ipmitool -H
192.168.88.49 -I lanplus -U admin -P admin sol deactivate to deactivate
SOL function.

2.6 Petitboot Menu Configuration
2.6.1 Assume start from power on the Palmetto. Note that the console will display a
black screen as shown below before turning on the power.
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 Push the power button for 1 second and release to turn on the power
 Push the power button for 5 seconds and release to turn off the power
2.6.2 Power on the system and boot to petitboot menu, the boot process will stop at
same frame over 4 minutes like screenshot below then boot to petitboot menu.

2.6.3 Move the arrow key to select Install and press Enter to start installing. Follow
the dialog windows to complete the installation.
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2.6.4 The installation will auto reboot OS to complete the installation process.

2.6.5 Ubuntu will auto booting in 5 sec after reboot process.

2.6.6 Log into the system and start to use it.
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2.7 Ubuntu Checkup
Please follow the procedures describe later to check the system status.
2.7.1 Type command [cat /proc/version] to check the Ubuntu version.

2.7.2 Type command [free -h] to check the total memory size. In this instance, a
memory size of 32GB is installed, but 31G is recognized, because the CPU
kernel always remains in main memory while the computer is in operation.
Thus the memory that it occupies can never be freed.
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NOTE: Item “free” will report slightly less memory as being in a computer than
the actual total. This is mostly because the kernel (i.e., the core of the
operating system) cannot be swapped out (i.e., the kernel always remains in
main memory while the computer is in operation), and thus the memory that it
occupies can never be freed. There can also be regions of memory that are
reserved for other purposes, according to the specific system architecture.
2.7.3 Type command [lscpu] to check cpu data. For instance, the total cpu core is
six below.

2.7.4 Type command [lspci] to check the system PCIe info.
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2.7.5 The system is ready for use after system checkup.
2.7.6 Type command [halt] to power off the system.
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3. Technical Support
If a problem arises with your system, you should first turn to your dealer for direct
support. Your system has most likely been configured or designed by them and
they should have the best idea of what hardware and software your system
contains. Hence, they should be of the most assistance for you. Furthermore, if you
purchased your system from a dealer near you, take the system to them directly to
have it serviced instead of attempting to do so yourself (which can have expensive
consequences).
If these options are not available for you then TYAN can help. Besides designing
innovative and quality products for over a decade, TYAN has continuously offered
customers service beyond their expectations. TYAN’s website (www.tyan.com)
provides easy-to-access FAQ searches and online Trouble Ticket creation as well
as Instant Chat capabilities with our Support Agents. TYAN also provides easy-toaccess resources such as in-depth Linux Online Support sections with
downloadable Linux drivers and comprehensive compatibility reports for chassis,
memory and much more. With all these convenient resources just a few keystrokes
away, users can easily find the latest software and operating system components to
keep their systems running as powerful and productive as possible. TYAN also
ranks high for its commitment to fast and friendly customer support through email.
By offering plenty of options for users, TYAN serves multiple market segments with
the industry's most competitive services to support them.
"TYAN's tech support is some of the most impressive we've seen, with great
response time and exceptional organization in general" - Anandtech.com
Help Resources:
1. See the beep codes section of this manual.
2. See the TYAN website for FAQ’s, bulletins, driver updates,
and other information: http://www.tyan.com
3. Contact your dealer for help BEFORE calling TYAN.
4. Check the TYAN user group:
alt.comp.periphs.mainboard.TYAN

Returning Merchandise for Service
During the warranty period, contact your distributor or system vendor FIRST for any
product problems. This warranty only covers normal customer use and does not
cover damages incurred during shipping or failure due to the alteration, misuse,
abuse, or improper maintenance of products.
Document #: D2306-100
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